Don’t open that present! If only Reva Dalby had listened to that warning. But beautiful, cold Reva won’t listen to anyone. She thinks she can have whatever she wants. After all, her daddy owns Dalby Department Stores. Now, someone has some surprises in store for her. Robbery? Terror? Even murder? Someone wants to treat Reva to a holiday she’ll never forget. Holiday cheer quickly turns to holiday chills for Reva. Someone is stalking her, and for the first time, her money can’t help her. Who can you turn to when murder comes gift-wrapped? Silent Night Christmas Story. 51 likes. How can we have faith in God, when there is so much about Him we cannot hope to understand? “Silent Night” is...Â Set in Austria in the years following the Napoleonic wars, Silent Night tells the story of how one man finds his answer to this question. When Richard Leitner experiences a loss he can neither bear nor explain, he sets out on a journey to find the answer to the question, “How can we have faith in God when there is so much about Him we cannot hope to understand?” Set in Austria in the years following the Napoleonic wars, Silent Night tells the story of how one man finds his answer to this question. When Richard Leitner experiences a loss he can neither bear nor explain, he sets out on a journey to find the answer to the question, “How can we have faith in God when there is so much about Him we cannot hope to understand?” In this wordless picture book, a girl and several woodland animals see a beautiful sight while walking in the woods one snowy evening. On board pages. Notes. Silent Night is a story about a family whose son gets kidnapped on Christmas eve, written by one and only Mary Higgins Clark aka ‘Queen of Suspense’. First thing I want to say is that I have no idea how she got the name ‘Queen of Suspense’. When reading her books, suspense is not really the first word that comes to mind. Secondly, this really wasn’t a good book. The plot was predictable, characters were dumb and dialogue was cheezy. My first read book in 2016.Â I give Silent Night a 10 out of 10 due to the way Mary Higgins Clark played the book out. Having the wallet stolen and a murder on the lose creates so much suspense in the book that you just can’t put the book down. When I first started reading this book I wasn’t so sure that I was going to like it, but I was 100% wrong.